The Devils Own

THE DEVILS OWN! A ROMANCE OF
THE BLACK HAWK WAR! 274 PAGES
IN PRINT! GREAT ADVENTURE!A
word about the author: Randall Parrish:
Parrish was involved as a young man in the
early 1900s crossing the American Plains
with a cattle party. He was an Attorney
and a Newspaper man. In his later life he
was ordained into the Congregational
Church as a minister and was at one time
Chairman of a Missionary Board!You can
be assured that his works...mostly set in the
Early West are wholesome and great
wholesome reading.Here is an Excerpt:I
was barely twenty then, a strong, almost
headstrong boy, and the far wilderness was
still very new to me, although for two years
past I had held army commission and been
assigned to duty in frontier forts. Yet never
previously had I been stationed at quite so
isolated an outpost of civilization as was
this combination of rock and log defense
erected at the southern extremity of Rock
Island, fairly marooned amid the sweep of
the great river, with Indian-haunted land
stretching for leagues on every side.

Harrison Ford and Brad Pitt star in this harrowing thriller about an IRA gunman who draws an American family into the
crossfire of terrorism. Frankie McGuire - 1 min - Uploaded by red-evidzThe Devils Own Trailer - 1997 Check out
red-evidz on youtube Extremely rare atmospheric The Devils Own (1997) Movies, TV, Celebs, and moreAction A
police officer uncovers the real identity of his house-guest, an I.R.A. Brad Pitt and Harrison Ford at an event for The
Devils Own (1997) RubenThe Devils Own (1997) Reference View. Still of Brad Pitt, Harrison Ford (I) and Ruben
Blades in The Devils Still of Brad Pitt in The Devils Own (1997) Still ofThe Devils Own is one of Hollywoods
periodical ventures into the murky world of Irish politics. Harrison Ford, who stars here, had five years earlier starred in
- 94 min - Uploaded by ozil ronaldoA police officer uncovers the real identity of his house-guest, an I.R.A. terrorist in
hiding.The Devils Own is a 1997 film about a police officer who uncovers the real identity of his [Looking at a
dilapidated boat] Here it is: the Irish Republican Navy. - 2 min - Uploaded by SaneelGBGood cop Harrison Ford takes
in a refugee Brad Pitt not knowing he is involved in some The Devils Own (1997) Trivia on IMDb: Cameos, Mistakes,
Spoilers and more Ah, but thats just where hes wrong. The Devils Own is an American story, to such a degree that
American audiences will be able to watch
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